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Over the last two years, Silverstone Technology Cluster’s partnership 
with Be the Business has resulted in significant and meaningful profit 
and productivity gains for members who have participated in the 
business support programmes.

A partnership in numbers

£4million 
The total economic impact generated from Silverstone 
Technology Cluster putting their members through Be the 
Business’ programmes.

The impact of mentoring 
Be the Business Mentoring has been matching small business 
leaders with experts from some of the UK’s leading firms in 
1-to-1 mentoring relationships since 2018.

The result for the Silverstone Technology Cluster:

• 51% of mentees report that the programme has improved 
their productivity, and 67% expect productivity will 
improve, or improve further, over the next two years

• 88% of mentees would recommend the programme to others

• In addition, 80% developed their skills and knowledge, 
54% adopted new leadership and practices and 75% feel 
more confident in their abilities
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By the board 
Business leaders access non-executive director-style support 
from a group of experienced business people over a 12-month 
period with Be the Business Boards. 

The result for the Silverstone Technology Cluster:

• 80% of participants have made at least one change to their 
business and another 15% plan to make a change within the 
next 2 years

• Over 95% of Board members and advisees are satisfied with 
their experience at the halfway point
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The partnership between Silverstone Technology Cluster and Be the 
Business has allowed members of the Cluster to access free business 
support programmes. 

Be the Business’ support programmes

What is productivity uplift?
Productivity measures output per unit of input. In a business,  
this refers to how much work is done over a specific period of time.

When productivity does not increase, it limits potential gains in 
wages, profits and, on a larger scale, living standards.

Productivity uplift is when a change is made that increases 
productivity, such as a new piece of machinery increasing the 
number of items made in a day. 

Be the Business research shows that small business leaders are 
more likely to see a productivity uplift in their company if they 
access external support, such as via a mentor. 

Be the Business Mentoring and Be the Business Boards gives  
small business leaders the opportunity to access such support  
free of charge.
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Where our mentors come from 

Be the Business Mentoring has been carefully pairing  
business leaders with experienced and committed senior 
executives from the UK’s most successful companies.

Since 2018, Be the Business has created over 1800  
successful mentoring relationships.

This government-backed programme is available in two 
formats: the 12-week programme is designed for business 
leaders who need immediate support; whereas the 12-month 
programme is for business leaders seeking long-term 
development. This allows Be the Business to support  
a wider range of business leaders, regardless of needs. 

In each instance, the business mentor acts as a sounding 
board, providing 1-to-1, impartial advice. 
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Be the Business Mentoring by the numbers

Our Mentoring programme carefully matches business leaders with experienced 
and committed senior executives from the UK’s most successful companies, 
including Meta. The scheme has resulted in a tangible increase in leadership 
and management skills:

And results in a clear and positive impact for business leaders:

Over half (51%)
report that the programme improved productivity

2/3 (67%) 
expect productivity gains over the next two years

1/3 (30%) 
employed more people 

1/3 (30%)
increased turnover

1 in 5 (20%)
achieved cost reductions 

16% 
reduced their overheads 

Only 6% 
believe the benefits would have happened without 
participating in Be the Business Mentoring

1/3 (30%)
indicated their customers have indirectly  
benefited as a result of their involvement

4 in 5 (80%)
say mentoring helped improve knowledge and skills

4 in 5 (80%)
say mentoring helped them improve their soft skills 

3/4 (75%) 
say mentoring increased their confidence  
in implementing leadership and  
management practices

Over half (54%)
say mentoring encouraged them  
to adopt new leadership and  
management practices

Discover Be the Business Mentoring >
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Be the Business Boards pairs a small business leader with 
their own non-executive director-style board. This offers each 
business an individually built experience that utilises the 
unique and varied skills of every Board member.

Be the Business have supported over 150 small businesses 
via their Boards programme.

Each board features a group of experienced business people, 
comprised of leaders and senior managers from successful 
firms, with specialisms ranging from finance and operations  
to HR and marketing. 

The 12-month format means that Boards meet four times a 
year, allowing the business leader time to act on the advice 
given during their 90-minute online sessions.
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Be the Business Boards by the numbers

It is too early to have completed a full evaluation of our Be the Business 
Boards programme, but mid-programme monitoring data gives us an 
insight into participants’ experiences to date: 

Over 80%
of advisees agree that the Boards are providing  
a level of technical or emotional support that  
they previously didn’t have

80%
of business leaders have made at least one change 
to their business and another 15% plan to make a 
change within the next two years

83%
say they have achieved at least one thing 
personally from the programme

50%
Individual leaders start to see effects after their 
second meeting, with 50 per cent feeling more 
knowledgeable and confident in how to protect  
or improve their business performance

50%
also feel better able to tackle any problems  
the business may face

2/3 (66%)
of advisees think that the Boards 
are providing them with an experience  
that no other organisation provides  
(to the best of their knowledge)

Discover Be the Business Boards >
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The impact on real businesses

Case study: One board’s story

Marcus Trofimov

Founder, Silverstone Composites 

SME board participant

Buying out his angel investor just before the pandemic hit left entrepreneur 
Marcus Trofimov without his guide and mentor at a crucial point in the company’s 
development. An introduction to the Be the Business Boards programme came at 
just the right time.

Five years ago, Marcus Trofimov established his 
company, Silverstone Composites, with the backing  
of an angel investor who became his business partner 
and mentor.  
 
The business, which provides high-quality composite 
components to the automotive and motorsport 
industries, grew rapidly, and now has 15 employees  
and turnover of around £1.5m. But just before the 
pandemic hit, Marcus bought out the angel investor,  
and lost his mentor.

“It was a crucial time for the company, and despite all 
my years in the composite industry, I was only 30, and 
still relatively inexperienced in business,” he recalls.

Notwithstanding the support he received from being 
part of the Silverstone Technical Cluster (STC), he felt  
a keen need for objective guidance, not least on how  
to steer his company through the pandemic. 

It’s good to talk

“I felt quite lonely. I needed to talk to someone about 
my emotions, my thoughts, my ideas,” says Marcus.  
An introduction to the Be the Business Boards 

programme came at just the right time. “It was 
fantastic,” he says. 

A humble leader, whose guiding ethos is that 
everyone’s ideas are valuable, Marcus’ vision is to 
sustain manageable growth while investing in the 
future generation of employees. One of the key 
things he hoped to get from the board was help 
implementing an apprenticeship scheme.

Nevertheless, he was apprehensive about opening  
up his company to scrutiny and potential challenge  
by the five advisory board members. 

“I put up a bit of a front,” he recalls. But by the end of 
the first meeting, he felt “empowered” by the fact that 
“these highly experienced, knowledgeable people 
had not just taken time out of their busy lives to give 
me advice and support, but they actually validated 
what I was doing. I think we all had mutual respect.”

Initially, he says, “I just got everything off my  
chest, which helped to clear my mind, and allowed  
the board to help me see where I needed to focus,  
to prioritise.”
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“I felt empowered by the fact that these highly 
experienced, knowledgeable people had not 
just taken time out of their busy lives to give me 
advice and support, but they actually validated 
what I was doing. I think we all had mutual 
respect.” 

Marcus Trofimov, Founder, Silverstone 
Composites – SME board participant

Actionable advice

Since then, conversations have been wide-ranging: 
while the focus is on the business, “we sometimes talk 
about life in general, family, kids, how we manage the 
balance,” says Marcus. “The meetings provide a safe 
space to discuss issues with people who have been 
through similar experiences.”

The discussions yield concrete pieces of advice that 
Marcus has been able to act on straight away, and 
sometimes have an immediate financial benefit. For 
example, he now factors in the value of the company’s 
intellectual property when quoting for jobs; he’s been 
persuaded of the value of grant funding and is being 
helped to secure it; and he’s started looking at new 
market sectors to expand into.

Mutual benefits

But the benefits of the boards flow both ways.  
The board members learn from the entrepreneur and 
from each other, as Tobias Knichel, managing director 
of PUNCH Flybrid, the leader in mobile flywheel 
energy storage technology solutions, explains. He felt 
his experience of scaling his own business up through 
different iterations – start-up, to listed, to private – 
“might be useful to smaller businesses, because they 

usually hit the same kind of roadblocks at different 
stages along the path.” But, he continues, “I’ve been 
very interested to hear from my fellow board members 
how they would approach the different challenges 
presented to them.”  
 
Indeed, he’s implemented some of the advice himself.  
“A board member who’s very good at marketing pointed 
out that however good you are at your specialism – 
engineering, for example – you’re doing it in vain if no 
one knows about it. The very next day I started to do 
something about that in my business.” 

“I’ve been very interested to 
hear from my fellow board 
members how they would 
approach the different 
challenges presented to 
them.”

Tobias Knichel, PUNCH 
Flybrid – board member

Show, don’t tell

Tobias emphasises that board members, who come  
from diverse business backgrounds, don’t tell the 
business owner what to do, but rather “share stories  
and ask questions to help them think about how they 
might overcome the challenges themselves.” 

Indeed, they have as much to learn from the 
entrepreneur as the entrepreneur does from them. 
Tobias says that he and his fellow board members were 
impressed by Marcus from the start: “He’s very inspiring, 
his technology is super-sexy, he works with high-end 
customers, he has lots of great ideas, and he values his 
people and thinks a lot about how to ‘give back’.” 
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Lori Vokes, COO of fintech company Rest Less, 
admires Marcus’ authenticity and honesty, and has 
enjoyed seeing his confidence in his decision-making 
grow. She previously spent 18 years at Cisco, nine of 
them working on mergers and acquisitions, and says 
her board role has taught her a lot about leadership 
and coaching. 

“I’ve enjoyed seeing  
Marcus’ confidence in his 
decision-making grow.”

Lori Vokes, 
Rest Less – board member

Sharing the love 

Tobias has found the experience so valuable that 
he would like to continue to be involved as a board 
member after the initial 12-month programme. “I think 
it’s a brilliant initiative,” he says. Marcus concurs – and 
his experience has been so positive that he would like 
to act as a board member himself. “I think everyone 
takes something away from these meetings,” he says.

While Marcus “learns constantly” from the quarterly 
meetings, “I think the biggest benefit is the board’s 
role as a sounding board, and the validation and 
reassurance they provide,” he says. “It’s not only  
the wealth of experience and collective knowledge  
they bring, but also their honesty and objectivity.  
Six heads are better than one.” 
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Case study: The Board Member Experience

On the Be the Business Boards programme, senior business leaders share 
their experience and learnings to help small businesses grow and become 
even more successful.

Comprising a wealth of experience and expertise, Be the Business boards are 
an invaluable support for small businesses. But the board members also derive 
considerable benefits themselves, as the board for Enable Manufacturing testifies.

Enable Manufacturing was established in 2019  
with a vision to bring to life a new, potentially 
revolutionary, manufacturing process. ‘Additive 
Casting®’, a combination of traditional 
manufacturing and 3D printing, allows complex  
metal parts, of any size, to be manufactured cost-
effectively, close to home and with short lead times. 

Advisory boards can have a powerful effect on small, 
fast-growing businesses. Enable Manufacturing is a 
case in point. It has created a revolutionary new 3D 
printing process, and has a vision to become a global 
business, through a mix of building digital factories, 
creating partnerships and making acquisitions. 

Enable’s work with a Be the Business board over the  
past year has greatly improved its chances of realising 
that vision, as finance director Annette Lacey admits: 
“We have a better strategy now and better ideas 
about how to get there.” James Reeves, the non-
executive director who is leading Enable’s strategic 
development, adds: “The involvement from lots of 
experienced people in creating our business plan has 
given me a lot more confidence when I’m talking to 
investors about it. It is much more robust now.”

Indeed, the advisory board were not only highly 
experienced, but also brought a diverse wealth  
of skills:

•  Ken Stevenson is a 34-year veteran of Rolls-Royce, 
whose expertise ranges from transformative  
change and programme directorship, to business 
operations, procurement and engineering. 

•  Matt Carr runs a third-generation family business, 
after an earlier career in the technology world. 

•  Mark Clement is a director at accountancy 
firm Grant Thornton, where he specialises in 
acquisitions. 

•  Richard Ellis has experience from local 
government, the brewing industry (in sales and 
marketing) and the consultancy world. 

•  Lilli Mcgeehan, strategic partnerships manager 
at Be the Business, used to work in management 
consultancy and in business development and  
digital transformation at Marks and Spencer.

“We have a better strategy 
now and better ideas about 
how to get there.”

Annette Lacey,  
Finance Director, Enable  
– SME board participant
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Case study: The Board Member Experience

What’s the motivation?

While the benefits to small businesses are clear,  
what motivates the board members themselves  
to get involved? 

“I like to help people succeed; I always have done,”  
says Ken. “At Rolls-Royce I was involved in helping 
to create new businesses, transforming operational 
performance, and making difficult things happen.  
I continue to do as much of that as I can – help out, 
share my experience, try to make a difference.  
It’s part of what gets me out of bed in the morning.”

Mark says: “Entrepreneurs can find themselves in a  
lonely place, so I like helping them drive their businesses 
forward by bringing to bear the skills and pragmatic  
and commercial advice that I’ve gathered over the 
years.”But it’s not just about ‘giving back’, as Matt, 
who’s had a Be the Business mentor, and is now an 
ambassador for the organisation, explains. “I’m getting  
a lot of value out of this. The experience with Enable  
has taught me a lot about how businesses outside my 
own sector have fared recently.”

“I like helping them 
[Entrepreneurs] drive their 
businesses forward by 
bringing to bear the skills and 
pragmatic and commercial 
advice that I’ve gathered 
over the years.” 

Mark Clement 
Director, Grant Thorntons  
– Board member

Leadership development

Lilli says the experience helped her develop her own 
skills as a leader: “Working with the other board 
members was a fabulous opportunity to see different 
leadership styles in action. The advisory board worked 

with two different companies during the year, in 
different contexts so I really had to flex my intellectual 
muscles too: depending on which company we were 
working with, I had to think in different ways, ask 
different questions and frame advice differently.”

Mark, who advises businesses as part of his ‘day job’, 
learned from the experience. “You feel like you’re  
viewing things from the company’s perspective: for 
example, how would I convince someone to provide  
us £5m to undertake acquisitions when we don’t yet  
have anyone to execute the deals for us?”

“I’ve thoroughly enjoyed it, 
and seeing how others come 
at problems has broadened 
my own perspective. It’s also 
prompted me to consider 
becoming a non-executive 
director elsewhere.”

Richard Ellis 
CEO in Local Government  
– Board member

 

Richard found the sheer range of experience, 
expertise, leadership styles and perspectives among 
the board members illuminating. “I’ve thoroughly 
enjoyed it, and seeing how others come at problems 
has broadened my own perspective,” he says. It’s also 
prompted him to consider becoming a non-executive 
director elsewhere. 

The board, who’d not met each other before, were 
impressed by how complementary their skills and 
experience were. “Everyone brought unique strengths 
and perspectives, and everyone contributed,” says 
Matt. “We’d all thought about different things 
between the meetings, which meant we could move 
swiftly between the different important matters that 
the team wanted to discuss.” 
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Case study: The Board Member Experience

“We’d all thought about 
different things between 
the meetings, which meant 
we could move swiftly 
between the different 
important matters that the 
team wanted to discuss.”

Matt Carr, Director, Carrs 
Pasties – Board member

Everyone can contribute 

Lilli explains: “Before I joined the board I knew nothing 
about mergers and acquisitions, nor the manufacturing 
sector. But you quickly learn about the business, and 
the challenges and opportunities facing it. I was able 
to bring my knowledge of different operating models, 
strategic planning, leadership capabilities, and so on. 
You don’t need to have the loudest voice in the room in 
order to make a contribution: even one key question, 
directed in the right way, at the right time, is valuable.”

What’s more, she adds: “I do think women bring 
something different. For example, I was keen to deep 
dive into the operational ‘how’ for structural changes, 
with a consideration on culture and sustainability.” 

What helped to make the experience so enjoyable 
for the board members was how exciting the Enable 
proposition, with its opportunities and challenges, 
actually was. It was also rewarding that the Enable 
team reflected on the board discussions and amended 
their strategy accordingly.  
 
“What I found fascinating was seeing how a strategy 
in an embryonic business can change fundamentally,” 
says Mark. “The management team had real flexibility 
and adaptability, in being able to take stock of our 
board discussions and act on them.”

Enjoying seeing progress

And rather than being a time-consuming and onerous 
imposition on their time, the board members say they 
would have liked to extend the formal relationship for 
longer. “The business is forming in front of your eyes and 
you want to see it progress on its journey,” says Mark.

Ken agrees: “Four meetings in a year was about 
right: there was a good drumbeat. You could see the 
evolution in their thinking and strategy meeting to 
meeting. But I’d like to help take them through to the 
next stage.”

All the board members value the extended networks 
they’ve gained through the past year, and they are  
all keen to take on further roles.

“I wholeheartedly and unreservedly recommend others 
to take on an advisory board role,” says Matt. It’s win 
win: you get the best possible outcome for both the 
company and the board members.” 

“Four meetings in a year  
was about right: there was  
a good drumbeat. You 
could see the evolution in 
their thinking and strategy 
meeting to meeting.”

Ken Stevenson, Business  
and Transformation Leader  
– Board member

What’s next for Enable? 

Armed with a more robust business plan, the 
company’s vision is to have an impact on the world, 
with aspirations to, for example, make planes and 
cars lighter, more efficient and more environmentally 
friendly. As James explains: “If we’re going to do that, 
on a big scale, we need to be big too.”
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The partners

Be the Business are the small business productivity 
champions, bringing together companies – big and 
small – to improve small business productivity.

Be the Business is on a mission to boost 
productivity among the UK’s booming small- and 
medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector. SMEs 
account for 99.9% of the UK’s business ecosystem, 
so improving productivity in these organisations 
has huge implications for the country’s economy  
as a whole.

As a charity, Be the Business inspires leadership 
teams to create and deliver change by connecting 
them to curated expertise and valuable insights 
that will make their business more productive.

Be the Business was launched in 2017, with funding 
and support from the UK government and some 
of Britain’s leading companies, including BAE 
Systems, GSK, Siemens, Amazon, Lloyds Banking 
Group, McKinsey & Co and Accenture.

Chief Executive Anthony Impey MBE and Chair  
Sir Charlie Mayfield are supported by the 
Productivity Leadership Group, an advisory group, 
which comprises some of the UK’s most senior 
business leaders.

Be the Business also delivers a range of business 
support programmes for small businesses across 
the UK.

“When Be the Business and the Silverstone Technology Cluster became 
partners in 2021, businesses were still reeling from the effects of the 
pandemic. Today, they continue to face numerous challenges – yet – 
despite this, innovation, big and small, continues. 

With a special focus on advanced engineering, electronics and software, 
the Silverstone Technology Cluster features some of the most exciting 
and innovative small businesses operating today. This, combined with 
the Cluster’s core values of collaboration, community and support, 
makes them key partners in Be the Business’ mission to turn the tide on 
poor productivity.”

Anthony Impey MBE, CEO, Be the Business
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The Silverstone Technology Cluster exists to help 
Advanced Engineering, Electronics and Software 
businesses in the wider geographical area 
surrounding Silverstone, with a specific focus on 
promotion, support and thought leadership. 

Bringing like-minded companies together and 
encouraging them to collaborate is at the heart 
of the Silverstone Technology Cluster. Within their 
community, like-minded people can network and 
be part of a critical mass of high-tech and business 
activity in the local area, which attracts the 
attention of government, the finance community 
and large corporates.

Silverstone Technology Cluster was founded to  
help companies in and around Silverstone increase 
their profits and grow. The group is an integral 

part of the Oxford – Milton Keynes – Cambridge 
Super Cluster and acts to increase the value of the 
local economy.

As a not-for-profit organisation, the Cluster is 
supported by founding members such as Barclays, 
Buckinghamshire Council, EMW Law, Grant 
Thornton, Hexagon, Silverstone Park and West 
Northamptonshire Council.

The Silverstone Technology Cluster has also formed 
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) as a proven way to 
bring like-minded companies together to network, 
debate the latest developments in the industry 
and seek out new commercial opportunities. 

“We’re delighted to be partnering with Be the Business to provide our 
members with invaluable access to their free programmes. The effect 
of their support on the companies in the Silverstone Technology Cluster 
cannot be underplayed - we have seen a £4million impact in under two 
years, which is remarkable, especially in this current climate.  
 
It is my belief that the benefits of Be the Business Mentoring and Be 
the Business Boards are far-reaching and long-lasting so that we may 
continue to reap the rewards into the future.” 
 
Pim van Baarsen, CEO, Silverstone Technology Cluster
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Together, Be the Business and the Silverstone Technology Cluster are 
working to improve the productivity of the UK’s small businesses.

Working together for a productive future

Increasing productivity is fundamental to growing the British 
economy. But, productivity is an area the UK has historically 
underperformed and right now, we lag significantly behind 
Germany, France and the US.

The challenge is made more acute, because businesses have 
faced a barrage of external challenges over the past five years, 
challenges such as Brexit uncertainty, COVID-19, rising energy 
prices and inflation.

Be the Business research demonstrates that 75 per cent of 
our productivity gap can be closed by SMEs adopting proven 
management practices and business technology.

It is only by working together and in partnership, as Be the 
Business and the Silverstone Technology Cluster have, that will 
turn the UK from productivity laggard to productivity leader.
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Be the Business – Charitable objectives (charity number: 1173660):

The promotion of industry and commerce in the UK for the public benefit  
by promoting the productivity of business in order that the UK economy  
as a whole will benefit through improved business sustainability, 
employment security, job satisfaction and standards of living.  
Source: The Charity Commission


